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PART A : Objective Type questions

Note : (i) Each question carries 1 mark.
(ii) Each wrong answer carries _0.33 Marks.

(25 Marks)

1' Suppose the viscosity n of aparticular composite fluid is such that it is related
to the size r of the fluid particles, their mean sqlrare velocitv u, their mass ,n,,
and their relaxation time r under some therinal process, through a functional
relationship' which of the foilowing could be a possible form for such an ex_

A q: mu2rf r3
B n: ITLUTT

C 11: ruf (mr)
D Tl : rnur /r2

ate dtmensrons), having eigenvalues ) n.nrl

A .tb - e-i^r/a+*/Qa)
B 1fi - e^,/"-*112a1

C 1b - ei(k+ 
^)* 

/ o-r' J 12o]r--
D 'rft - gi):n/a*ikaz/a

in- ?

2. If z denotes the position operator of a quantum mechanical particle, then the
eigenfunctions 'y'r for the operator t: + uft (where n, is a.onrtunt il';o;;;;

di wave vector ft are described by

3. The magnetic field ar a distance z above the centre of a crrcurar loop of radius
R carrying a steady current 1 anticlockwise in /c isa sleaoy current ,/ a.ntinlnnlr
A llsl R.2 /(223)
B 2psl R/22
C p,ot R2 lQ(nz + ,zf t\
D pol R2 /(2(R' + zR"lttry

4. The relation bet and bulk ulus B of an electron gas at 0 K isA B: -PV
B B__V#
C B: -PV2
D P- o1V

"__t6F
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5. has 2 independent eigenvectors given by :

6. The output voltage of the given circuit (the diodes are silicon diodes) is
IK

ble ides odel for

Vout

nical7.

The matrix A:

2

3

1

-1

A 9.0 v
B 9.3 V

C 8.66 V
D 7.9 V

cit rr(J EITSEIII am
A an equilibrium system with fixed volume & number of molecules &

which exchanges energy with the outside world
B an equilibrium isolated system with fixed volume, number of

molecules and energy

C an equilibrium system with fixed volume & which can exchange
energy & matter with the surroundings

D a system at constant pressure

u-?>



8. Two orthogonally polarized light beams traverse through a birefringent mate-

rial. If during this passage one of the beams acquires an extra pha"se of zr-with

respect to the other, then the material is

A Half wave plate

B Quarter wave plate

C Polarizer

D Depolarizer

9. The decay constant of a radioactive sample is ). The half-life and mean-life of
he sample are resoectivelv siven

A Il), Qn2)l)
B (ln2) l ),, 11 )
C )(ln 2), 1/,\

D )/(ln 2), tl^

10. The possible number of ways that a stick of }ength 20 units will break into 3
of leneth at leastpieces of length at least 2 units (the

A 920

B 8x103
C 240

D r20

of any piece may be 1,2,3, ...,20) is

11. To find a root of a transt:endental equation, one ca,n llse (i) bisection method
(ii) secant method. One needs to have the value of the function with opposite

igns at two points, when usi

A (i) as well as (ii)

B (i), need not be for (ii)

C only (ii), not (i)
D neither (i) nor (ii)
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l[s Denavror aL 2:
A 0

B 3

C 10

D 18

12. The ratio of Pr(i + 1) and Pr(i) of a binomial distribution with n, : 20 and
0.3 . chanees its behavi

13. The coefficient of variation for this data 2,4,6,8,10 is

14. The ratio of the AM and GM of the roots of the polynomial F(z) : 14 -20r,2+64
A 3,2

B 2.8284

C 0

D -2.8284

15. The derivative of the integral I?;r-,'exp(t2)dt at r: n is

16. The residue of f (z): cot z at any of its poles is

A 3,16

B b

C 52.7

D 187,3

A 2

B I

C -1

D -2

A 0

B I
C rt
D 2rt
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77. Lel ,4 be an n, x n, matrix which is both Hermitian and unitary. Then
A 42:7
B A is real

C The eigenvalues of A arc -1, 0,1

D The minima and characteristic polynomials aie tie
sb,me

18. 4 combustion reaction of an organic molecule can be considered

19. According to the Hess Law of heat-summation, the reaction may take place in
several stages, nevertheless, the energy evolved (or observed) from the reactions nevertheless, the evolved (or observed) from
A depends only on the initial and final stages of tho r.cactions

B does not depend on the initial and final stages of the reactions
C depends on the number of intermediate steps involved
D depends only on the products formed from the reaction

20. The, product obtained in the following reaction cH3cH2cHrBl 49i'e uct oDtarneo ln tne lollowrng reac
A CH3CH2CHBT2

B BTCH2CH2CHzBT

C CH3CH:CH2

D cu, dHcu,

2T, Among the following transitions the one that falls in the visible region of elec-
Iro lc speqtruln !s

A o-o*
B n-o*
C o-7T'
D n,-T*

UI IC e can De conslde as
A Complete reduction reaction

B Rearrangement of functional groups to form oxygens and nitrogens
C Addition of oxygen atom across the double bonds
D Complete oxidation reaction

u-1L



e IIL III lIt lti

A ztnc

B copper

C nickel

D cobalt

22. metal ti Vitami

23. Crown ethers h it towardsave roll II

A halides

B noble gases

C alkali metal ions

D transition metal ions

24. Solutions of the following compounds, all at the same molality, were prepared.

Which solution has the lowest freezi t?uuoll llas tlle lowes[ Ireezlnq Doln
A KBr

B Al(NO3)3

C NaNO2

D MgCl2

The molecule among the following that does not undergo nitration reaction with
the mixture of HNOr and HrSOa is

ffi-N"
d- a

C}
N
H

qp
H
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PARJT B : (50 Marks)

Note : (i) Each correct answer Carries 2 marks
(ii) If you answer N>25 questions, then marks per question shall be b0/N

Physics Questions :

(2 -r
26. If )1 (z:1,2,3) denote the eigenvalues of the matrix H: I -1 1

then f,j|=, )f is given by \ -S 2

A unit normal'ir to the level curves !(r,il : ln(r2 +'g2)
pointP:(2,1) is

in the plane at the

A *i+.
B 7:E_
C x tJ,n'Jt
D tfa + rti

02: (:;'

i)

27.

28. F : so2 , the exponential of the Pauli matrix

A F:( o *isinl\
,* t:\.ori o )
B F:( cosl sinl\

\ -sinl .o.f /
c tr:(1- sinr\

\sinl I )
D F:(coshl -zsinhl)

\lsinhl coshl /

), 
i, siuu' ur

A 36

B 42

C 30

D 24
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A 2,54

B 5A

c 101

D 7A

31.

29. A material with cubic structure has got a lattice parameter value o : 54. What
is the d-spacing between its (200) planes ?

30. In the XRD pattern of a cubic crystal, it is found that reflections corresponding

to (1,0,0), (1,1,1) and (3,2,0) are missing. Your conclusion is that

A The crystal is simple cubic

B The crystal is body centered cubic

C The crystal is face centered cubic

D The crystal is of the perovskite family

A square Lead slab of side 50 cm, thickness 5 cm, is subject to a shearing force

(on its narrow face) of magnitude 9 x 104 N. The lower edge is riveted to the

floor. If the shear modulus of Pb is 5.6 x !0s Pa, then the upper edge is displaced

by

A 0.32 mm

B 0.32 cm

C 0.32 m

D 0.32 dm

The terminal velocitv of a copper ball of radius 2.0 mm in falling through a

tank of oil ab 20 "C is 6.5cmf s (given the densities of oil & copper : poit :
1.5 x 10sk9 f m3, p"opp",:8.9 x 703kgf m3). The viscosity of the oil at 20 "C is

A 99N s/m2

B 9.9N sf m,2

C 0.99N slrnz

D 0.099N slm2

32,
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33. Consider a state described by a complete set of quantum numbers with energy

eigenvalue e . The energy is found by computing U : (kT29#, where Z is the
partition function, ? the temperature k k Boltzmann's constant. If no more

than two particles are characterized by a given set of quantum numbers, the

ts glven

A IJ : e(1.l-2"-elkr I (s,/xr y1y"-e/k'
B U:el oze/kT _ 1

C U:el 2"e/k7' _ 1

D U : e(-A=\

34. The average energy of a system in thermal equilibrium is (E). The mean square

deviation of the energy from (B), ((E - (E))'), when C, is the heat capacity

of the entrre system at cons[ant volume, ts
A c"T /2
B 3C"kT212 + ktlz
C C3T'
D KT2C,,

When temperature decreases. the chemical
A increases & eventually goes to zero

B decreases & eventually goes to zero

C increases & becomes negative

D decreases & becomes negative

tial of a system of bosons

36. Srrpposrr rigltt-hattrk:rl r:irr:rrlarly Jrolarized liglrt (rlr:firr:d to be clockwise as the
observer looks toward the oncoming wave) is incident on an absorbing slab. The
slab is suspended by a vertical thread. The light is directed upwards and hits
the underside of the slab. If the light is of 1 Watt at a wavelength of 620 nm,
and if all of this light is absorbed by the slab, what is the torque r0 exerted on
the slab in d

vol

35.

es n oyne-cm
A 3.3 x 10-e

B 3.3 x 10-6

C 6.6 x 10-e

D 9.9 x 10-e

10
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37. A possible means for making an airplane invisible to radar is to coat the plane
with an anti-reflective polvmer. If the rarlar waves have a wavelength of 3 cm
and refractive index of the how thick should the coating be ?

ve lndex of the polymer is 1.5
A 0.5 cm

B 0.75 cm

C 1.0 cm

D 0.25 cm

38. A He-Ne

Az : 1.5

lonsitudi al modes

laser operates at a frequency of 4.74 x 101a Hz, with a line width of
GHz. Light travels between mirrors separated by 30 cm. How many

ble uency range ?

39. U235 undergoes fission

n (J't * n ---+ r*S"en
p- decays until 3s,9rea

in the

when bombarded by thermal neutrons :

*s+ Xerao * 2n. The fission fragments undergo succesive
becomes ooZren and 5aXera0. The total energy released

40. The

11

n lnal modes are possrble in this
A 5

B 4

C 3

D 2

rocess

A 208 MeV

B 501 MeV

C 20.8 MeV

D 5.01 MeV

e'+e +F-*T
A can occur

B cannot occur since L is not conserved

C cannot occur since B is not comserved

D cannot occur since I & spin are not
conserved

U -q>-



The sum of two sinusoidal

5.83 cos(10, - 3.682)

-8 cos(101)

5.83 cos(10, - 0.541)

-8 cos(101 + 0.541)

and -3 sin(101) is

42. For the given Op-Amp circuit the output voltage is

A 0.40 v
B 0,45 V

C 0.46 V

D 0.48 V

43. If the potential energy of a particle has a dependence on the radius vector r of

the form g : (215)ar3/', (o being a constant), then using the virial theorem,

T and the total energy E of. the particle are :a c a

A T:U15,E:(615)U
B T:U13,B:(+13)U
C 7 : (314)(t, Il : (714)(I

D T:U,E:2U

44. The Fourier

-k (fbr -r
given by ao

sinc Fouricr

coeffic:ients of a periodic square wave potential defined bv /(r) :
< r < 0) and /(c) : k (for 0 < z ( r), f(x) : f(x+2n), are

:0, an:0, b,, : #(t -cosntr), an and b' being the cosine and

:ocfficir:rrts :tivclv. Writirrg ,h as its Fourier series we can getn( rolll'IOI' coolnClcrrls, r'cspccr,lvcly. vvnlllrf
A rf4 : (I - I13 + I15 - t17 + ...)
B rf 4: (-1 + I13 - L15 + I17 + ...)
C rf4: (1 -1131+1/51 -Il7l+...)
D nf 4 : (t - 213+ 315 - 517 + ...)

T2
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45. The energy levels of a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator of electric charge 2e,

Iocated in a constant electric field E are given byln a constant electrlc ne

A E*-- (n+ * - (ezl4lz)l2rrw)h,w

B En: (n+ * - (zel9l)lmuz)hw

C En: (n, + l)hw - zelEl(h.lm,w)r/z

D En: (n + +)h. - "*lirr

46. A 3-d isotropic harmonic oscillator has the energy eigenvalues h,u(n+312) where

n: 0. 1.2.3.... What is the deqree of
A 3rt

B (3n12)(n - I\
(1 (rz+1)(n+1)12
D n(n - 2)

acy of the quantum state n?

47. Using the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule, if a ball is bouncing elastically

in a vertical direction, its energy levels (with rn being the mass of the ball, g

bhe acceleration due to ity, h Planck's constant, and n € I) will bea ue [o gravlly, S

A B : (fir,,s2 lP (rt * 2121t 
r't

B B : (9mg2nz1rz 132)'t'
C E:?(*g'h2)rl3(n+t)2
D E:*(mg2h2n(n*1))'r'

ofa uniformly charged spherical shell of radius R with surface48. The

char

potential

densi ols
A V (z) : 2Ro f es outside, V (z) : Ro f es inside

B V(z): R2olkoz) outside, at adistance z from the centre, V(z):
Ro f es inside

C V (z) : Ro f es outside and inside

D V (z) : R.2o lksz) outside, at a distance z from the centre, V (z) : g

inside

49. A metal sphere of radir.rs a carries a charge Q, It is surrounded out to radius b

by a linear dielectric material of permittivity e , Find the potential at the centre

13
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infirelatlve II

A tr-9, -4t
1,ll

tnb I ta eb

B rl-9-, -4n
1,1
ebtea

C V:# 11a-a
D v: * (* +:t

irlati

b0. A particle of mass rn moving with velocity u1 leaves a space in which its poten-

tial energy is a constant (J1, and enters another in which its P.E. is a different

constant tl2.Ifdr and 02 are the angles between the normal to the plane and

the velocities of the particl e 'u1 k u2 of the particle before & after passing the

of motion of the particle is given byane, the change in dlrectlon ot motlon

A Hfr : J|+ fu(ut - uz)

B 3i*#:,[t+ffi(ur-uz)
C h: 0z

D ii#: Jr-fu(ur-uz)

I4
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A B c D

(i) as well as (ii) Only (i) not (ii) Only (ii) not (i) neither (i) not (ii)

56.The estimator provided by Hit or Miss method for a definite integral is an

(i) unbiased estimator

(ii) consistent estimator

57.The differential equation (dy/dx)=-gx is invariant with respect

(i) Change of scale

(ii1 Translation

58.Let X be a Geometric random variable with P:0.3. Then the
Prob(X=5iX>3) is

59.The weighted sum of independent identical random variables Xi's for
i=L,2,...,n, ( S:IWiXi ) is an unbiased estimator for the population mean

if LWi=

to-

A B c D

(i) as well as (ii) (i) but not (ii) (ii) but not (i) Neither (i) nor (ii)

A B c D

0.7 0.3 0.21 0.09

A B c D

n 1 Lln 0

16
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A B c D

Linear
combination of

A,B and C

Convex
combination of

A,B and C

Bericentric
combination of A, B

and C

Not possible to
represent in
terms of A,B

and C

60. Let A, B and C represent a triangle, and D be point on the

plane spanned by ABC. D can be represented as

61.Let P0,P1,P2,P3,....,Pn be n+1 point in points space of d (<n) dimensional
representation (ie Pi=(xi1,xi2,...,xid) where xij is real number). consider
Vi=Pi-P0 for i=L,2,,,.n will

62.A Train of length I km is at a platform of length p km, The engine (which
pulls the train) is at the medial of the platform. lf the train speed should
not cross 10kmph while it is crossing any point of the platform, the time
required to run the engine at 10kmph (with the assumption that the train
can take any speed instantaneously) is _

A B c D

Span vector Rd
Span subspace of

vector Rd
Be points ln Rd

Be always
linearly

dependent
vectors in Rd

A B c D

(p+21)/20 (2p+t)l2o (p+l)/10 (p+l)/20

L7
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#=,^ where ^=lil .,.,0, ,,

63.|n a chemical reactorthe compounds A and B participate in forward
reaction and produces compound C. C produces A & B in backward
reaction. a(t),b(t) and c(t) represents the respective mass of the
cornpounds in the,reactors at time t and forward and backward rate of
reactions be k1 and k2. A mathematical representation of the process

64.Let X be any continuous univariate Random Variable and F(.) represent
distribution function then the distribution of F(X)

65.The paired t test is useful for testing the hypothesis of

A B c D

-tl -tl k2

-kt -[1 k7

ftr *r -k2

[-u, -&1 kz

l-*, -r1 k,

I o, kt -zkz

-trr -rr
-kt -tl
\ 2k,

ril -fr1
-*l
2k1

l-*,
| -r,
Lt*,

k2

k2

-2k,

A B c D

Normal
distribution

Gamma distribution
with P=1

Beta type one
distribution with
l=1 and m=1

The
data/information

are not adequate to
decide the

distribution of F(X)

A B c D

Equality of means
Equality of the means

of two Random
Variables

Equality of means of
the two random
variables when

sample sizes are the
same

Equality of means of
two correlated

random variables
when the

measurements made
available on sample

units

18
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A B c D

f, & fy donot exist
at (0,0) f,(0,0;:1 f,(o,o;=g

fis
differentiable at

(0,0)

66. Let f(x,Y)=./1 lxYl), then

67.The Sturm-Liouville problem: y"+1. 'y=0, Y'(0)=0, Y'(n )=0 has its eigen
vectors given bY Y=

68. Nontrivial solutions of xzy"+xy'+4y:9, x>0 are

69.The limit of the sum of (1/(3n+k)) for k=1 to fl ds n -rrc

70.Let G be a group such that a2=e for each a eG, where e is the identity
element of G. Then

A B c D

Sin(n+Ll2\x Sin nx Cos (n+Ll2)x Cos nx

A B c D

Unbounded and
non periodic

Bounded and
periodic

Unbounded and
periodic

Bounded and
non periodic

A B c D

Los(3/4) Log(4/3) Los(3/2) Log(5/4)

A B c D

G is cyclic G is finite G is abelian

Ghasa
subgroup

which is not
normal

19
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A B c D

Has no real
eigen value ls orthogonal ls symmetric ls skew

symmetric

7L.Foro<q<n , the matrix A=l"otq -sinal
lsrnq cos4 l

72.Which of the following statements is false

73.The number of elements of order 5 in symmetric group 55 is

74.The set of all eigen values of the Sturm-Liouville probleffi y'+1. y=g;
Y'(0)=0, Y'fu l2)=9, is given by

75.The set of linearly independent solutions of the Day-D2y=6 15

20

A B c D

Any product of
compact spaces

is compact

Any product of
Hausdorff spaces

is Hausdorff

Any product of
connected spaces

is connected

Any product of
metrizable
spaces is

metrizable

A B c D

5 20 24 12

A B c D

7t =2n,
n=L,2,3.,

7," =4n2 ,

n= 1,2,3.,
?u =2n,

n:0,1,2,3..
7" =4n' ,

n=0,1,2,3..

A B c D

{ 1,x,et,e-t} { 1,x,e-t,xe-'} { 1,x,e',xet} { 1,x,et,xe-'}
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PART B: (50 Marks)

Note: (i) Each correct answer carries 2 marks

(ii) If you answer N > 25 questions, then marks per question shall be 50 / N

Chemistry Ouestions:

76. The molecule among the following that does not show Raman activity is

A) Uz
B) LiH

C) HrO
D) CTI4

C) exp (x2)

D) exp (-x)

C) xd/dx + (d/dx)x

D) xd/dx - (d/dx)x

77.The well behaved functior among the following is

A) exp (-lxl)
B) exp (-x'?)

78. The hermitian operator among the following is

A) d/dx
B) xd/dx

79. The wave function that mixes most with the ground state wave function of hydrogen

atom in the presenceof an electric field along tre x-direction is

A)2s
B) 2p"

80. Brillouin condition states that

C) 2p'
D) 2p"

A)
B)
c)
D)

<qrl dH/dgl V> - d<Vl Hl tf>/dcr
l.P. = - Er

< W(singly exciteDlHl Vnn> = 0
First order correction to energy is zero

81. Metal to ligand charge transfer occurs in:

A)
B)
C)
D)

Metal in high oxidation state and ligand having low lying accesor orbitals

Metal in low oxidation state and ligand having low lying acceptor orbitals

Metal in high oxidation state and ligand having non bonding electons

Metal with low lying empty olbital and ligand having lone pairof higher energy

2l
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A)OF

B),F

I

82. Among the following that possesses maximum spin only magnetic moment in an

octahedral environment is

A) Co3*

B) Mnh

83. Ground state term for Co2* ion is:

c) cf.
D) V'*

c)'D
D) 65

84. The wrong statement regarding Wilkinson's catalyst among the following is

A) Its formula is (PhrP):RhCl

B) It acts as catalyst for hydrogenation
C) It loose ctrloride ion to form the active species br caalysis
D) It loose one triphenylphosphine ligand to form the active species for catalysis

85. Which among the following is not true for metal nitrosyl compounds:

A) Linear nitrosyl acts as three electon donor
B) Bent nitrosyl act as two elec[on donor
C) Bent nitrosyl act as one electrcn donor
D) Metal nitrosyls generally obey l8-elecfron rule

86. Viscosity co-efficient of gas ---- with increasing temperature whereas viscosity co-
efficient of liquid ----- with increasing temperature. Fill in the blanks from the following:

A) increases, decreases C) does not change, decreases

B) decreases, increases D) increases, does not change

87. The glass transition temperature (T,) of polymer is the temperature at which:

A) Crystalline domains of pdymer rnelts

B) Amorphous domains of polymer becomes ghssy
C) Crystalline transformation takes place
D) Both crystalline and amorphous domains of pdymer melts
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88. The weight average molar mass frr a sample containing IIVo by weight of polymer of
molar mass 10,000 andg}Vo by weight o-f polyrner of molar mass 1,00,000 is

A) 9.1x ld C) 9.1 x 104

B) 3.6 x ld D) 1.5 x 104

89. The repeating unit of Nylon-6,10 polymer is

A) c) 
{r'rH-1cHr),u-cot

{r.r n - lor r)6-N H- co- (c H d s- co i

90. Consider that the tri-nito toluene (TNT) is completely combusted to form carbon

dioxide, water and nitrogen gas, the oxygen balancefor the TNT is

A\ -47o/o Cl +a7%

B) +74% D)-74%

91. Product obtained in the tbllowing transformation is

Me.

"#
^,,/x)

Me Me

B)
".Ig'oJMe Me

o

"ffi

c)

D)

ey 
*tt-1cH2)6-NH-co-(cH2ho-"ol D ***-(cH2)1'-cot

,rr-?
)Cru- NaoH

ys' 'Me fi"

A)
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92. Product obtained in the following ransformation is

Sc(OT0s (20 mol%), 0 qC, 
?

Hso*

93. Product obtained in the following transformation is

A) o

""od""
B)o"d

C) o

"ff*D)o' MeoCAMe

c) ""Qil.r"

*q"" 
H2so4 ' ?

t.o,

A) Me

B)
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94. Product obtained in the following transformation is

o

*

o

c/\,"'
OH

Ofr"
B)

KOH.._
rt

o+"
OH

OA',"'

c)

D)

;:"ra-,.,

;:#:;
96. The crystal field splitting diagram of 'd' orbitals in various fields are given below

as (d), (ii) and (iii). The correct matching of splitting diagram for comesponding crystal

fields is

(A) (t) Octahedral field; (ii) Tetrahedral field; (iii) Square planar field
(B) (t) Tetrahedral field; (ii) Octahedral fited; (iid) Square planar field
(C) (t) Square planar field; (ii) Tetrahedral field; (iii) Octahedral filed
(D) (t) Square planar field; (ii) Octahedral filed; (ilr) Tetrahedral field

A)

95. Product obained in the following transformation is

r,A) dil. HNO3

""oA^rAnH, 
Htro;*

c)

D)

A)

B) ""od*,,
,,"rfi:":

dx,r d^t

d^' - y'
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97. The producn X and Yin the following reactbn are

:
(_>Gr +Ar.3+PCr3-#-* - -#-* Y

A f'
\

cl

X= y=

B f'
"\ct

x= y=

c
f,= v:

D
I

T:AI-C
X= y=

98. Nitrogen molecule has fundamenhl vibrational frquency of 6.985 x 1013 s-r. The ratio

of the u = I to u = 0 population at 800 "C is

A) 0.440 c) 0.404

B) 0.044 D) O.oot

99. Calculate E" for the rcaction M+M3* + 3e. Given Eo = 0.44 v for M-+M2* + 2e and E =
4.77 v for \rI2*-M3* + e

A) 0.563 v

B) 0.0367 v

C) 0.850 v

D) 0.33 v

100. CaFz has a face-centered cubic lattice with a=b=c and there are eight F- and four Ca2*

ions per unit cell. The density of CaFz at 20 "C is 3.18 glc#. The unit cell length of CaR

crystal at 20 nC is

A) 0.546 A c) 4.56 A

B) 5.46 A D) 6.s4 A
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